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Dear Beautiful Soul,
My apologies for having been rather quiet of late. In fact, inner
quietness is a quality that has entered my life in a big way in the last
year, to the point where, at times, I have found myself without
words. For someone who loves words, this has been rather strange!
However, as I have accepted this quietness and let go of any
resistance to it, letting it go as deep as it wants to - permeating,
touching, transforming me - I have found myself accessing
increasingly profound levels of inner peace. It is as if I have come to
rest inside.
I hope to share this peace with you, knowing that peace itself is an
energy that is deeply and beautifully magnetic. It is something our
souls yearn for and that we naturally gravitate towards. As we do
so, we instantly feel the benefits. In this spirit, this newsletter
explores how to navigate difficult emotions when we are right in the
grip of them, and looks at three essences that can support this.
Finally, you may know that I am making some changes to how I
work, where I sell the essences, and how I share and communicate.
To find out more, you can turn to the last page of the newsletter.
May peace flower within you, love Rachel xx

Feeling Like Yourself Again
Handling emotional intensity
The following is an extract from the New LightBringer Essence Handbook, Wild and Sacred Medicine,
adapted for this article.

THE CYCLE OF EMOTION AND HEALING
There is a cycle of expression – from start to resolution – that is common to any emotion. Most of the
time, our entire being meets and actually moves through this cycle without us giving it much thought,
and it happens swiftly and competently. Energy arises, we feel it as emotion, and we move with it and
through it. The cycle itself looks something like this: we feel that uprising, we acknowledge it, we
embrace it, we express and we resolve it (see diagram 1, page 2). A lot of the time, this process is
largely unconscious. So attuned is our whole body-being to healing that this happens naturally.
Let us consider an example: something has caused us to feel grief or hurt; we recognise the emotion
and heed it, surrendering ourselves to its movement, allowing it to take us where it will: perhaps we
need to cry - or simply to be still and quiet; we might require solitude, or maybe walking for miles will
help; ultimately, it could be that we just want to be held in the arms of a loved one. This expressive
stage may take a few moments, a few hours, or it may keep coming up in waves which eventually
diminish over time. At some point, the process eases. Released from the acute and pressing need

express the emotion, we now find ourselves on the other side, having undergone an inner shift. Our beliefs
have been challenged and changed: a previous view of self or the world has dissolved, our understanding
of our own capacities has been re-attuned, we sit more deeply within our Self, and we view the world and
others with greater wisdom and compassion. We emerge from this cycle newly empowered to speak and
act, to let go and move on.
When we regard emotions and symptoms fearfully and rush to get rid of them, when we lock down in
resistance around them, we actually halt this cycle. An emotion arises, but we immediately deny it,
judging ourselves inadequate for feeling this way or considering the emotion too unpleasant to
acknowledge. We stop ourselves from owning or expressing what is going on. We are now in a kind of
limbo where the movement of energy is caught and cannot complete its process.
Here, we cannot shake the feelings that accompany the energy; but neither can we safely embrace and
accept them. As a result, we feel out of sorts, out of kilter.
In time, if this continues, a state of stagnation creeps in
that subdues our life-force and makes us low and
depressed. Deep within, we feel incomplete.
Some essential and sacred process has been cut off.
Some opportunity - both holy and healing - has been
missed. Where life was reaching for us, we have backed
away. Where our own essence has, in a sense, called
forth that which we needed next in order to grow and
evolve, we have failed to recognise it.
With the emotional resolution aborted, the unexpressed
energy sits uneasily within us. What it seeks to teach us
Herb Paris Essence: energetic alignment on every level
has not being integrated. What it calls us to release has
not been allowed movement through and out. We do not get to the other shore, landing safely at that place
of resolution and clarity.
The full cycle of expression - and the energy release it offers us - is a rite of passage: we mature
exponentially when we take the healing process to full term. We become human beings more fit to be here
- more grounded, more real, more authentic, more experienced. Failing to acknowledge, and neglecting to
embrace, our emotions comes at a cost to our psyche, our wellbeing and even our species and our planet.

EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION
Expressing emotions as the energetic purity they are is not the same as expressing the darkness of a
confused mind. There is a qualitative difference and it is one we might need support in recognising. This is
an area where essences can provide very tangible support: by lifting our consciousness and our awareness,
they help us discern our way. When we are in the grip of emotion and we do not know if expressing it is
the right thing to do or not, when we don’t know if we are sitting within the true core of energy passing
through us or just getting lost in the melodrama of the mind, they help us re-align ourselves and find an
authentic and empowering path through.
The following exercise will help you with this. I have used this with many clients whenever they found
themselves in danger of being overwhelmed by a threatening emotion. This exercise is not about changing
your outer circumstances; it is about re- aligning yourself to a centred internal response. It is about
accessing your innate wisdom, your own sense of ‘balance’, your inner guidance, in difficult moments. I
also created an audio version of this for some students. This is now on my website and you can access it
here: https://www.rachelsingleton.com/freeresources

EXERCISE: EMBRACING YOUR POWER SURGES
Begin by giving yourself some private space to connect with what you are feeling. If you are using this
exercise in the midst of a fraught situation, ideally you need 10 minutes away from anyone else in which
to follow this process. If you have more time to do this, by all means take the time to go through this
process slowly and mindfully. Stand or sit up straight, ready to being.
Without censorship, acknowledge and feel the pure energy that seeks to move through you at this time. Do
not label it, do not think you have to do anything (you don’t need to cry, you don’t need to throw cushions
around or smash anything). See if you can simply allow the energy within you to be felt, exactly as it is, as
pure energy. Allow yourself to experience it in all its intensity without doing anything other than breathing
through and with it.
Notice how you wish to contract around this energy or resist it. When you see this happening, gently allow
yourself to acknowledge your resistance and soften around it, without judgement. It is coming up in you at
this time with good reason: it is the energy you require to shift something that is blocked within your life.
It comes with potency and potential. Trust it and relax around it.
Begin to gently lengthen through your spine and lightly, gently, broaden through your chest so that you
can make room for this potent energy to fill you. Feel its heat, its cold, its movement, its stillness –
however it shows up for you. Imagine it is a wave that you are surfing, a wild horse that you are riding
within you. Acknowledge the power of it, the exhilarating fizz and thrum of it. And know that it would not
be here now if you couldn’t handle feeling it.
Keep your posture aligned and let your muscles relax around this inner structure. Let yourself breathe
softly and deeply into your lower belly. Drop your shoulders, ease any tension in the back of your neck.
Soften the small of your back. Let your tongue relax down and away from the roof of your mouth. Feel
yourself grounded through the soles of your feet. Find the centre of this energy and allow yourself to fully
embody it. Now ask yourself: what needs to happen here? How can I use this?
Connect to an inner vision of yourself - the Self you wish to be, the True Self you already are. How can
this energy help you to embody your Self more deeply? How do you need to be with it in full potency?
If you have a combination essence with you - Light Support or Soul Full Essence would be perfect - take
them now, allowing them steady you, helping you to stand in this potent energy surge. Here, aligned with
in yourself, with your posture strong, go back into the world, being the person you need to be to stay
aligned with your vision. Channel this energy into the life you are creating.
The following three essences are beautifully supportive longer-term:
Moonlight Essence - for learning to see through intensity, drama and conflict;
reclaiming a kind of ‘cosmic’ peace and harmony; moving and acting from peace.
Thrift Essence - for feeling safe and sound, and fully embodied during
challenging situations which appear threatening or frightening.
Herb Paris Essence - for coming into deep alignment with your true nature, at
every level of your being. Aligned, centred, stable, clear.
Moonlight Essence

You can now purchase the LightBringer Essences here:
www.healthlines.co.uk/lightbringer-essences

Latest News
BUYING LIGHTBRINGER ESSENCES
Retail outlet: www.healthlines.co.uk. Tel: 01539 824776
Information portal for LightBringers: www.lightbe.co.uk
I have currently stepped away from the day-to-day work of fulfilling essence orders so that I have time to
teach, give consultations, and do some volunteer work (see below). Please go to the lovely team at
Healthlines to place your LightBringer orders instead.
The LightBringer Essence Newsletter will go out 2-4 times a year, rather than bi-monthly. I am switching
to a blog format for more regular communications (see below) .

BOOK A CONSULTATION
Go to: www.rachelsingleton.com
You can read about the services I offer on my website. These are: Essential Self Sessions, Deep
Presence Immersion, Practitioner Mentoring Sessions, the Essence Dowsing Service.
Here, you will also find the Blog. This will be one of the main ways I communicate in the future, with the
conversation focussing on the deep wisdom and healing we have within ourselves. Sometimes, we reach
for a remedy when we could reach within to our own innate wisdom to find a path forward - I would like to
support you in learning how to heed your wisdom self.

FREE SUPPORT IN THESE TIMES
Free 3P’s coaching: ww.heartfeltpresence.org
I am one of a group of Three Principles coaches offering regular zoom slots at Heartfelt Presence. This
beautiful resource is entirely free. Anyone can drop onto any call whenever you need a boost or some
help. The space is inclusive, gentle and supportive. You can see when your favourite coaches are live.

Rachel’s Phone-in Time: Mondays, 4-6pm 015394 37427 (call time of 10-15 mins)
For more private support, call me during my Monday phone-in. You are welcome to call with anything you
feel you would like support with, or just to say hello. This gentle space is for you, and is offered freely and
with love. Calls are around 10-15 mins so that I can speak to as many people as possible.

THE BOOK: Available in Paperback and on Kindle until the end of 2020 only
Wild and Sacred Medicine - the new LightBringer Essence Handbook, is currently available via
Amazon in paperback and kindle formats. From the end of this year, the book will no longer be
available in these formats. (It will become available as a PDF download.) We no longer wish to be
linked to Amazon, but are unable to finance a print-run at this time. If you wish to have a paperback or
kindle version of the book, please make sure to purchase your copy whilst it is still available.

Special Offer
THE ESSENTIAL SELF SESSIONS
(6 x 1 hour deep wisdom sessions over 6 months, plus 1 free): RRP £385

15% off for all returning clients (previously/currently having consultations or trainings with me): £325
10% off for new clients: £345
Available to purchase until 30th November 2020. Please contact me directly to book your place.
Email: admin@lightbe.co.uk

